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OUR STORY...
Colour your own masterpiece with this  beautifully 

textured velvet art poster. Heavyweight 350gsm card 
lets you  use coloured pencils, pens and  textas with 
ease. Use the practise card to get creative  and test 

out mixed media like glitter  and metallic pens, paints, 
chalks  and more before using on the  main design.

Relax and unwind with a colouring  project you can 
tackle in one sitting  or do a little each day.

When you are finished, hang it up  to enjoy your 
creation everyday.  Now you get to 
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Watch our tutorials online 
for colouring tips and 

tricks at sewingcraft.com

A3 
29.7 x 42cm

Made in China for

Colour Me, SSS Pty Ltd

16-18 Valediction Rd

Kings Park NSW 2148

syd@sewgroup.com

CM4.001BUTTERFLY A4

9317385327761

Colour your own masterpiece with this 

beautifully textured velvet art poster.

Heavyweight 350gsm card lets you 

use coloured pencils, pens and 

textas with ease.

Use the practise card to get creative 

and test out mixed media like glitter 

and metallic pens, paints, chalks 

and more before using on the 

main design.

Relax and unwind with a colouring 

project you can tackle in one sitting 

or do a little each day.

When you are finished, hang it up 

to enjoy your creation everyday. 

Now you get to   
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Colour your own masterpiece with this 

beautifully textured velvet art poster.

Heavyweight 350gsm card lets you 

use coloured pencils, pens and 

textas with ease.

Use the practise card to get creative 

and test out mixed media like glitter 

and metallic pens, paints, chalks 

and more before using on the 

main design.

Relax and unwind with a colouring 
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or do a little each day.
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to enjoy your creation everyday. 
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CM3
File: ColourMe - CM3 A3.ai

Size: (W)297 x (H)533mm (flat)

Front flaps: (W)297 x (H)55mm

Back: (W)297 x (H)423.5mm 

Colour: CMYK

Scale: 100%

Date: 27.05.2020

SQUARE
29.7 x 29.7cm

Made in China for
Colour Me, SSS Pty Ltd
16-18 Valediction Rd
Kings Park NSW 2148
syd@sewgroup.com

Colour your own masterpiece with this 

beautifully textured velvet art poster.
Heavyweight 350gsm card lets you use 

coloured pencils, pens and textas with ease.

Use the practise card to get creative 

and test out mixed media like glitter 

and metallic pens, paints, chalks and 

more before using on the main design.
Relax and unwind with a colouring 

project you can tackle in one sitting 

or do a little each day. When you are finished, hang it up 

to enjoy your creation everyday. 

Now you get to   
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coloured pencils, pens and textas with ease.

Use the practise card to get creative 

and test out mixed media like glitter 

and metallic pens, paints, chalks and 

more before using on the main design.
Relax and unwind with a colouring 

project you can tackle in one sitting 

or do a little each day. When you are finished, hang it up 

to enjoy your creation everyday. 
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Available 

in A3, A4 or 

Square

Use a range 

of mediums to 

colour in your 

masterpiece!
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A 4  DESIGNS
29.7 x 21cm

CM4.002 Dinosaur CM4.003 Dolphins

CM4.004 Heart Balloons CM4.005 Love Jar

CM4.001 Butterfly



CM4.009 Seahorse

CM4.007 Panda

CM4.010 Skull

CM4.008 Rabbit

CM4.011 Wolf CM4.006 Mermaid On Sea Pony

A 4
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A 3 DESIGNS

CM3.001 Bear

29.7 x 42cm

CM3.002 Cat

CM3.003 Cockatoo CM3.005 House

CM3.006 Infinity

CM4.002 Dinosaur
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CM3.004 Flowers CM3.007 Jellyfish

CM3.009 Lion Floral CM3.010 Owl



CM3.008 Knitting Cats

CM3.011 Pineapple CM3.012 Tattoo girl

CM3.013 Unicorn

A 3
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S Q U A R E   DESIGNS
29.7 x 29.7cm
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CMS.001 Music

CMS.002 Ice Cream

CMS.003 Forest Animals

CMS.004 Sloths



CMS.005 Zoo Animals

CMS.006 Dog Zombie

CMS.007 Flower Pot

CMS.008 Heart

S Q U A R E
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CMS.009 Mandala

CMS.011 Elephant

CMS.013 Lion

CMS.015 Phoenix

CMS.010 Tropical Girl

CMS.012 Koi

CMS.014 Tiger

CMS.016 Spider



SSS Pty Ltd

16 Valediction Rd, 
Kings Park NSW 2148                                                                              

www.sewingcraft.com

info@sewgroup.com

(612) 9831 6088  

(612) 9672 3888


